
 

                                                                         

hen I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as a 
child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man, I 
put away childish things. For now we see through a 

glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then 
shall I know even as also I am known. 1 Corinthians 13:11-12  

The last few months have been very unusual. Remember in our 
last newsletter I mentioned that there were very strange things 
happening in the spirit realm as well as in this realm. I also said 
that there were things getting ready to happen which were 
prophesied long ago. I received revelation concerning some of 
these things and have already shared some of it in the past few 
months. Things may begin to escalate out of control soon.

Three years ago we wrote an article titled 'A Shift in Time'. We 
shared how the concept of space and time is not only Biblical, but 
that it has also been proven scientifically that it can be altered.   
Scientists have said in scientific journals that space consists 
of at least three dimensions. We are mostly familiar with this 
dimension where we exist on planet Earth, also known as the first 
heaven in the Word of God.

  

The second heaven is spoken of in scripture as the place where 
spiritual beings such as angels, principalities, powers, rulers of 
the darkness and spiritual wickedness in high places exist 
and operate in another dimension. We also explained how 
Jesus Christ along with the saints of old and our saved departed 
loved ones, live in a much higher dimension.  The Bible refers to 
it as the third heaven, the place where the New Jerusalem is and 
the saints of God dwell.

Ephesians 6:12  For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but 
against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the 
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
In this newsletter we are going to address some things that have 
been weighing heavily on my heart for some time now. Most 
people have heard of the widespread children's novels 'Alice in 
Wonderland' and 'Through The Looking Glass' by Lewis 

Carroll. You are also probably aware of its connection to the 
occult. In the story Alice enters a fantasy world where she 
finds out that just like a reflection, everything has been 
reversed and turned upside down... including logic. 

As we watch what is going on in this country and the world in 
general, we are all seeing a strange phenomena taking place. 
It seems as if we have stepped through some type of 
dimensional portal, and find ourselves in a strange world 
where everything has been turned upside down and nothing 
makes sense. Most people sense that there is something 
going on, but few are aware of what's really taking place that 
is affecting our realm of existence.

Psalms 146:9 The LORD preserves the strangers; he 
relieves the fatherless and widow: but the way of the 
wicked he turns upside down.

Reminds me of the old Twilight Zone flicks where things 
became bizarre, distorted and upside down. We see people 
arrested for not wearing masks, water turned off, but mobs 
destroying, looting, burning property, hurting people while not 
wearing masks is fine. People not allowed to attend churches 
to worship, but ANTIFA, BLM mobs burn churches down, 
threaten, murder black children, kill good black people, while 
declaring that black lives matter. This makes sense to you?

Committing terrible evil acts against other innocent human 
beings while chanting 'black lives matter', is just as illogical as 
ISIS Muslim extremists doing the horrific things that they did 
while chanting 'allahu akbar'. It is becoming apparent that all 
these groups are energized by some dark spiritual forces. 
There is a much darker secret agenda behind what ANTIFA 
and BLM are doing, and the lies being told by the MSM. 
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What I am talking about is a very dark, oppressive, dictatorial 
communist global agenda being sold to the American people 
under the guise of a false socialist utopian fantasy world where 
everyone will live happily ever after. To help them accomplish 
their evil plan, these people, the elite, cabal, however you choose 
to call them, are using their powerful seductive propaganda MSM 
machine, which is very deeply committed to their deep state 
masters and the dark spiritual forces which they serve. 

In order to make this happen, they need to defund the police 
and replace them with their own army of ANTIFA and BLM goons 
like we have already seen happen in democrat controlled cities 
like Seattle, Minneapolis and Portland. Other democrat controlled 
cities like NY, Chicago and LA have all defunded the police to 
weaken them, causing them to resign thus leaving the field wide 
open for their own dark army of goons to come in and take over.

It's no longer a secret to anyone who is paying attention what 
the democrat communist party is planning to do if they win 
the election this November. They have told you and shown you 
what they will do if they seize control of this nation. They have 
already voted for it, and are carrying our their agenda in all the 
areas which are under their control. They will clamp down on 
your bill of rights; freedom of expression, freedom to worship, 
right to own guns, right to defend yourself and speak truth.

The socialist, communist democrats and republican rhinos are 
planning to steal the upcoming election by using en-masse mail 
in votes, using the lame Cov-19 excuse that it is too dangerous 
for the people to go vote in person. Their plan was to have the 
schools and churches shut down through the election, since 
normally those places are normally used as polling places, to 
vote during elections. There's nothing these people won't stoop to 
in order to satisfy their lust for power; lie, cheat or steal.

The scripture that we shared at the top of this article is an 
enigmatic expression from the apostle Paul concerning the end of 
times. Many of the events taking place all around us right now, 
do not appear normal; it seems surreal. The reason these things 
do not appear natural is because they are a manifestation of 
things that are taking place in the spiritual or supernatural realm; 
a dimension that is different to ours, but that is just as real.  

1Corinthians 2:14 But the natural man receives not the things 
of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither 
can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.

In order to see more clearly and be able to understand what is 
going on, we need to look at it through spiritual lenses. The full 
blown hatred and rage that we are now seeing take place in the 
natural realm, is the manifestation of a demonic attack by dark 
spiritual forces the likes of which we have not experienced before 
at this level in America. The lustful desire to shed the blood of the 

innocent and to defile their little bodies; there is only one place 
where that can come from.

John 8:44  You are of your father the devil, and the lusts 
of your father you will do. He was a murderer from the 
beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no 
truth in him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks of his own: 
for he is a liar, and the father of it.

What we are witnessing is a three pronged attack from the pit 
of hell, designed to affect and impact people at every level: 
spiritual, mental and physical. At first glance, BLM may seem 
like a really organic movement that is interested in stopping 
the police brutality against the black population in some cities. 
However, it has turned into something that is much more 
sinister. There may be some well meaning people involved in 
the movement; however the BLM leaders are another story. 

According to a recent broadcast by American Countdown host 
and high profile defense attorney Robert Barnes, BLM is 
heavily involved with witchcraft. Barnes stated that the co-
founder of Black Lives Matter Patrisse Cullors openly 
practices witchcraft. Barnes also believes that the other two 
BLM co-founders may also be involved in the occult. He says 
that there is the possibility of actual witches involved in 
running Black Lives Matter.

The publication Bustle published an article back in July 8 of 
this year titled: '3 TikTok Witches Explain How Spells Can 
Help Black Lives Matter'. These witches go on to say that 
defunding the police will need the power of everyone in 
America. The witches of TikTok have been doing spells in 
support of the Black Lives Matter movement. They explain 
that while witchcraft might not have an obvious contemporary 
link to the protests, there is a deep-rooted connection.

 I will close by saying that this three pronged attack that we 
are experiencing, can only be overcome by engaging the 
enemy first in spiritual warfare. This battle against spiritual 
darkness can only be won on our knees. Secondly, there is a 
battle for the mind and soul of this nation. Truth is powerful, 
especially when mixed in with our faith. Truth always 
prevails over lies and deception. Thirdly, these evil forces 
must be confronted with words and actions, not just prayer.

 Keep in mind, these people know that they have been found 
out and the truth is coming out. Arrests are coming soon. 
Jezebel will never retreat unless confronted by the spirit of 
Elijah and the force of Jehu. Please continue to pray for our 
President and the upcoming elections. Shalom ~
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